
COLLECTION IN ACTION
 an interactive game of cards 

What is it about?

For our theatre project „BEIDE QUELLEN MEINES ALTEN BLUTES - a Jew Col-
lection in Action“, the Swiss-German author Julie Paucker and the ac-
tresses Hadar Dimand from Israel and Nadia Midgal from Germany, who 
currently lives in Tel Aviv, go in search of traces of German-Jewish-
Israeli history, present and future. Starting with their own biogra-
phies, they ask about what unites and divides them, about old certain-
ties and new prejudices. They look at „being German“, „being Jewish“, 
„being Israeli“ and playfully examine how the relationship has changed 
over three generations.

What do we do? 

We are the KULA Compagnie, an international theatre company that deve-
lops multilingual theatre productions with artists from over 10 nati-
ons. As part of this project, we are creating an interactive game of 
cards with short video sequences for our homepage and for social media, 
in which people are asked to answer 10 questions each - briefly and wit-
hout thinking long and hard. 

And now we are asking YOU to help us. We have already conducted many 
interviews, but we also want to know YOUR OPINION.

These short snippets will then be available at www.kulacompagnie.eu. 

What do you have to do?

1. Take 10 minutes of your time
2. Use your smartphone to record the video.
3. Record in „portrait format“, not „landscape format“.
4. Make sure that your face is in the centre of the picture. Choose a 
   neutral background (a plain-coloured wall, etc.). 
5. Prepare the questions, but don‘t think about the answers beforehand 
   - we want spontaneous answers.
6. Start the recording, read the question aloud and answer after a 
   short pause. 
7. Don‘t worry about any slips, stutters, pauses etc. - we will still 
   edit the material and remove „mistakes“ afterwards.
8. After you have answered all the questions, send the video - either 
   directly or via Wetransfer - to: info@kulacompagnie.eu with the 
   subject „Video Both Sources“.
9. We also would like to publish your name, your nationality as well as 
   the city and country you live in. If you do not agree to this, just  
   let us know.



COLLECTION IN ACTION
 an interactive game of cards 

THE 10 QUESTIONS

1_What is your first association when I say Jew?

2_What is your first association when I say German?

3_What is paradise for you?

4_Would you marry a person coming from another religion? Why?

5_What makes you feel proud of your nation?

6_Do you ever feel the possibility of becoming a victim? when?

7_What makes you feel aggressive?

8_Can you describe a sound that makes you feel at home?

9_What object symbolizes your country for you?

10_What makes you feel helpless? 


